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LOU CIMAROLLI, Pitt right half. is brought down here by
Lion fullback Buck Straub, in the first half of Saturday's
football action. Moving in on the play for the Lions 'were
Doug Mechling (81), Frank Reich (55). Sam Valentine (be-
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Pitt Batters Lions 20-0
By ROY WILLIAMSFor Penn State it was an "old" story Saturday when it ended its 1955 Centennial sea-

son on a disheartening note with a 20-0 whitewash at the hands of self-assured Pitt.The field was wet, the fans were wet—this time by a game-long snowstorm instead ofrain—and the opposition was bigger. This was nothingnew for the Lion gridders or their fans.
Pitt wielded a big stick—its biggest in three years, and finally took the game eventhough it was favored. In the last three games of the rivalry this was impossible for the,Panthers although they enjoyed'

the favorites role each time.
Pitt, in slapping the first shut-

out on the Lions since Wisconsin
did it in the 1953 opener, 26 games
ago, did it decisively.

With quarterback Pete Neft, arelative newcomer, calling as per-
fect a game as the weather would
permit him to, Pitt used its back-
field power that gave the Lions a
sound thrashing on the ground.

With Lou Cimarolli, Neft, and
Dick Bowen carrying the brunt of
the ground attack, Neft didn't
rely on his passing game. When
he did pass, however, he hit on
four of four.

Pitt capitalized on the breaks,
while Penn State couldn't. In the
first period, Bowen fumbled on
the Lion 33. Clint Law, tackle, re-
covered, but 12 minutes later Pitt
intercepted on its own 18. Penn

State's second break came in the
third quarter when a high center
went over Jenkin's head as hestood in the punting slot. Penn
State, picking up first one and
then two yards, lost four on the
third down, and lost the ball on
an incomplete fourth-down pass.

In the same period, after Pitt
had taken a 14-0 lead, the Lions
marched to Pitt's nine, but missed

by a foot on a fourth and one-
foot situation. In the final stanza,
with Penn State trying desper-
ately to avert a shutout, a lateral
from fullback Emil .Caprara to
Lenny Moore was fumbled and
Pitt recovered on its own 33. So
ended the Lions' breaks for 1955.

Pitt, on the other hand, took
advantage of a second-quarter

(Continued on page seven)
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The loss
hind Straub). and Clint Law (76). Pitt players are
vac (60). Bob Pollock (74) and Hal Hunter (68).
1938. with a 2-2 home record.
marked the first time Penn State has lost twice at home since

in Snow
The Yardstick

State Pitt
Total first downs 8 11Rushing yardage • 98 199
Passes attempted

___ 12 4Passes completed _ 4 4
Passing yardage 67 45Passes intercepted by 0 3
Punts 3 3
Punting average 43 36Fumbles lost 1 3Yards penalized 2l 67

INDIVIDUAL • RUSHING
Longest

TC NG Gain
'Plum 3 2 5

Straub 7 8
'

4
Moore 13 10 5
Kane

......_ 2 8 6Sabol 3 11 6
Alberigi 3 8 1Allen 4 14 11
Caprara 4 81 10
Hochberg 1 7 7

Two Bowl Appearances
Penn State's football team madetwo bowl appearances—the RoseBowl, in 1923, and the Cotton

Bowl, In 1948.
Longest Streak

Penn State's longest unbeatenstreak in football, covering 30games from 1919 to 1922, included
five ties.
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• . 1Smith's

;barber shop
• We razor's have life

pretty soft. All we do
is wait to be picked up

• and applied to the
0 right place. But once
• in a while we get a
0 guy who thinks he has
► bamboo on his head.
j Honestly fellows, yqur
j hair isn't supposed to

grow 6 feet tall. Get
g it cut more often and

give us poor razors a
break.
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HEUSENeCenturyShirts
won't wrinkle ...ever!
VAN

Whether you're the meticulous or the messy type, you'll
appreciate the steadfastly wrinkle-proof quality ofthis soft
one-piece collar on Van Heusen Century Shirts. Amazing
staying .power without "stays" or neck-rubbing starch. They
wear up to twice as long as shirts costing the same cash, too,
to help defray expenses from the usual fast-fraying collars.
Choice of many collar styles and regular or French cuffs.
And they'll only set you back, believe it or not, $3.95.
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EXCLUSIVE AT HUR'S
Van Heusen Shirts

Ear's JI I: rti'ii $1 up
Opposite Old Main
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